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Longer speeches and presentations are organized like

However, sometimes the best way to know to make a good presentation is to look bad. Know what to do knowing what to do! We've compiled real-life examples to analyze and learn lessons on how to avoid bad presentation traps. So here's our list of the five worst presentations of all time and why they
went wrong.1 Lung Cancer Surgery PowerPoint Kshivets O. Lung Cancer Surgery from Our Oleg KshivetsMost must sit through bad PowerPoints during our lifetime. They can create or destroy presentations. Rejecting the most basic rules of good rules can be dangerous this PowerPoint in lung cancer
surgery just that, ignoring the basic guidelines for successful presentations. A large block of overloaded text of the chart, plan and boring layout: it has everything. Charts are often a great way to express ideas. They can attract an audience and provide visual assistance, which is a key factor in the great
presentation. However, another main idea is that this PowerPoint simplicity uses visual aids too far, making presentations with stunned statistical graphs. Alternatively, they try to make it as complicated as possible. A single slide also has 100 charts on a single slide. Packing a slide full of information is
never a good idea, but are they filled with so many images side by side so that the audience can't understand the singular one? That's what clinches this presentation into one of the worst things of all time. Lessons from this presentation: Use visual aids equally and efficiently!2 Dragon's Den Field by
Gayle BlanchflowerPowerPoints has a huge impact on the value of the show, but they are not the only factor. Speaker skills can also create lasting effects, whether positive or negative. Now Dragon's Den introduces Gayle Blanchflower and her products from disposable outdoor furniture. No one wants a
bad presentation and the impact of one is only amplified when shown on television, because poor speaking skills and the public appearance of her field presentation are one of the worst of all time. One of the most important things to remember in any presentation is that you sell yourself as much as you
sell your product, concept or offer. However, Gayle doesn't seem to be trying to beat her listeners. She gave defensive and unprofessional answers that dismissed her role as a businessman. We are struggling to feel her personality and passion. In the end, because they can not connect with her, they can
not invest in her products. People like personal touches. This is why storytelling is a popular way to present. There is a thin line between confidence and arrogance. It seems that gay desire not to intimidate makes her become defensive and closed. Remember that you're not against your audience. Work
with them, engage and listen to what they say. After all, when you invest in a product, you invest in a person. Lessons from this presentation: Personal and passionate about your product!3 Call to Learn by Clifford Stoll We All Love Talking Good TED They are inspiring, engaging entertainment and often
full of addictive energy from the speakers, but again, The Call to Learn by Clifford Stoll takes too many good things. While he talks about his life as a scientist and his passion for learning new things is always his energy on stage is absolutely fascinating. However, his style is also manic and disturbing,
conveying a stream of hard-to-track consciousness. Instead of using PowerPoint presentations, Stoll likes to engage with props scattered throughout the stage. Although this is a traditional and creative technique using slides, his audience may have a better idea of what he's talking about. His full throttle
power is almost wasted on the fact that he has no clear structure and no clear points. Perhaps it is better to channel such energy through a more defined pattern by gathering his thoughts and placing them under understandable topics. One of the top tips for great presentations is to focus on the needs of
the audience. However Stoll's talk is about his own peculiar personality rather than the content of the presentation you should speak to your audience not for yourself by lack of focus, it comes across as quite a self-indulgeal talk about his own ideas and ideas, but without going through anything useful.
The result is that the audience is left slightly perplexed by the bizarre experience. His traditional approach may be good for entertainment, but not for good presentations. Lesson from this presentation: It is energetic but also structured!4. If anything, it's worse than installing a 100 graph on a single slide, it
fits hundreds of words onto a single slide. Again, this PowerPoint in the U.S. wireless information market has failed greatly through attempts to oversize data on a single page. The worst thing is that the overload of text is in the first slide. The display is performed within the first minute of the presentation. If
there are no recommended or friendly bullet points to help you stay at ease, you can bet this first impression is not a good thing. Most presentation instructions indicate that you should use at least 18 text. In general, the bigger the font, the better, with the entire page full of 10 font-sized text, blocking this
message unraveling and even threatening, there are only two results from the slide. The audience will try to read and can't go through the eyes or boredom, or the audience will read the text and the speakers will have nothing to say. It should summarize ideas in a visual and engaging way that simplifies
the more complex meaning of the speaker. The presentation is updated from this point on with colorful graphs and charts and simple enough to appeal to the audience. However, such a bad start to a presentation makes this PowerPoint one of the worst of all time. Lessons from this presentation: Use
larger and more concise text to attract audiences!5 Sony presentation for PS4 This is one of the more controversial options for the worst presentations. Although it's not scary, many people criticize the unnecessary length and tedious content of the 2013 introduction of PS4. However, the energy and
action of the captivating audience does not extend to the speakers. When you compare it to other tech presentations such as Steve Job's iPhone intro in 2007, you can see a huge difference in presentation standards. His presentation is simpler, shorter and more impactful. The work makes it as simple as
possible, explaining the product clearly and answering the audience's undisclosed questions. On the other hand, Sony's presentation is based on the use of vague language and a single word, such as fast. Curiosity and connect, which flashes meaninglessly on the screen at first. The result is a two-hourlong presentation, sometimes impressive, but never explained a practical product. Intelligent visual features and technology displays can only take you a long way. Content is the core. This gamer website article summarizes the shortcomings of this presentation well: it gives gamers a few questions to
answer. Ultimately, the presentation will give viewers unanswered questions, even by talking two hours, making it one of the worst things of all time. Lessons from this presentation: Don't be taken away by the image, focus on the content first!6 The Apprentice business field by Lauren RileyYou know your
pitch is gone badly when your boss explains it's boring. That's the word of Alan Brown in the 10-episode series Episode 7 of The Apprentice, in which contestant Lauren Riley gave one of the worst presentations of all time. Not only the star of Snap Dragons under television pressure. Providing a pitch for a
soft drinks campaign in New York, Riley's presentation skills and her team fell to pieces. From the beginning, the speakers are not ready and stuttering, with the first 40 seconds being the most important part of any presentation. This stumble began to disappoint her. This bad presentation emphasizes the
importance of confidence in presentations, both in the product and yourself. The team lacks enthusiasm. Their poorly designed soft drinks passed Riley's monotone sound. Without the melody that comes with energy and passion, the audience doesn't believe in the product or the people who sell it. Riley
was also criticized for the lack of eye contact, which is a small but important part of the presentation. Psychologists agree that at least 60% of our communications are not words, which means body language speaks more to us than our words. Regular eye contact reassures the audience it helps them
connect with speakers and pay attention to what they're saying. It is important in any presentation to use the gestures and areas of the room to your advantage. That's the key detail lost in this example, which ultimately results in a terrifying presentation. Lessons from this presentation: Use interesting
body language to invite and exciting!7. The U.S. military PowerPoint presentation is not just a businessman and TED speaker who provides awesome presentations. The U.S. military powerpoint has also faced online criticism for using horrific images. From too simple statistics to very complex diagrams,
data is lost within useless diagrams, images should be both engaging and informative, which is used as support for bigger spots, but this presentation is used as a colorful distraction and has plenty of connections. It is impossible to know the exact main meaning. Although some concepts may be too
complex for bullets, it is still necessary to simplify or divide ideas through multiple slides to help understand the audience. Small fonts and unclear highlighted sections are similarly harmful to good PowerPoint. The text should summarize the concept and inform additional ideas and discussions. Instead of
telling the audience seriously, use minimal bullets in a way that provokes responses from your listeners. This presentation, through too much and unattractive analysis, does not the opposite by showing a solid and insurmountable data blog. Lessons from this presentation: Produce an open thoughtprovoking slide for discussion! Don't join this list! Finally, use these examples to make sure you're off your own bad presentation list. Many small details can quickly turn any presentation into an awesome presentation. Remembering them all may seem overwhelming at first, but when you learn the basic
rules for poor presentation, they are easily avoided. Then, along with knowing the basic rules for a good presentation, all you need to focus on is your throwing style and confidence. If you need more advice, a video like this shows a perfect example of a bad presentation. It raises awareness of spoken
errors and unprofessional flaws to avoid. So From it and this five worst presentations all the time. Follow the tutorials and make sure that every presentation you make is a good one! One!
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